to each other similar, and the ratio of H N to NF and of h n to n f in IV. is much greater than the ratio of H N to N F and of h n to n f in I. and III. Nevertheless, 1 cannot tell you how much larger the heart of IV. is than the hearts of I. and III., unless you can assure me that the right border of the heart in IV. is similarly situated to that of the right border of the heart in I. and III."
So they prostrated themselves at the feet of the master, and departed marvelling, and disputing vehemently how they were to carry out the sage's behests, namely how in the case of IV. they might best make an angle h O n equal to the angle HON or h O n in I. and III., in the new radiograph that they had it in their minds to make as Zadig commanded them.
Here the original MSS. becomes indecipherable, and the question remains, How did they manage to do it ?
To sum up, in radiographing the same part in different people^ with the view of detecfing the presence of dissimilarity by comparison of the members of the series one with another, I think it could be proved (a) that three things are geometrically necessary, and (b) that three things are radiographically expedient :?
(a)
1. The Axis must be directed through the same anatomical points ; one point is not sufficient.
